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FEATURED THIS MONTH:

On the job for over 130 years,
this big game gun merits using.

ong before the .223 Remington
and the .308, the 45-70 was the
official U.S. military round. The

cartridge dates back to 1865 but it did
not become standard until 1873 when
a government contract was issued
for several thousand Springfield rifles
chambered for the 45-70-405.The name
of the caliber was based on the diameter
(.45) of the bullet, weight of the black
powder charge in grains (70), and the
weight of the bullet (405). Later, it was
shortened to 45-70 or 45-70 Government.

History of the 45-7O
From 1873 to 1892, the cartridge was

chambered in the trapdoor Springfield
single shot for the military. The minimum
acceptable accuracy for the 45-70 from
the 1873 Springfield was four inches
at 100 yards, but the bullet drop was
measured in yards at ranges past several
hundred yards.This limited the round
to accurate aimed fire at man-sized
targets to only about 300 yards. In 1879,
tests were conducted with a 500 grain
bullet which produced better ballistics
downrange than the 405 grain bullet.

Issued also to the military was the
.45-70 forager round, which contained a
thin wooden bullet that was filled with
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birdshot the soldier could use to hunt
small game and supplement his rations
when needed. When used, the forager
round effectively made the rifle a 49
gauge shotgun.

Hunting Use
As usually happens with military rounds,

the 45-70 became extremely popular with
the sportsmen of the day and is still in use
by hunters over 130 years later. The round
is effective for whitetail, mule deer, black

bear, antelope, caribou, elk, sheep, moose
as well as black bears, grizzlies and brown
bears. The hunter needs to remember
the range limitations due to the steep
trajectory in taking shots. The trajectory
of the round makes it most effective at
ranges less than 175 yards. Therefore, it's
an excellent caliber for big game hunting
in heavy timber or brush conditions
where the shots will generally be shorter.
Also, it's popular in Alaska where it is used
as a "guide gun"for protection against
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The Hornady LEVERevolution 45-70 is the
latest in 45-70 cartridge development.

bears. Deer hunters like it as a woods gun
because it doesn't destroy edible meat
due to its low velocity.
The cartridge has been successfully

used in Africa with properly constructed
bullets and velocities to take elephants,
lions, tigers, leopards, water buffalo and
rhinos. Vincent Lupo in 2002 was the first
American hunter to take the African" Big
Six" with the 45-70.

Ammunition for the 45-7O
Developments made by ammo

companies over the past few years in
bullet design and construction have made
the 45-70 an even better round for the big
game hunter. Companies such as Hornady,
Remington, Winchester, Federal Fusion,
Corbon, and Barnes all make an excellent
selection of hunting loads for the "big
boomer." Hornady revolutionized ammo
with its LEVERevolution line of ammo in
December, 2005. The Evolution bullet has
a pointed tip with a red elastomer Flex
Tip™ which flattens enough to cushion the
primer of the round in front of it during
recoil but returns to its original shape
afterwards, which marks the first time
hunters have been able to use spitzer
bullets in a lever action. The Flex Tip™
prevents accidental firing of the cartridges
in the tubular magazine of a lever action.
Because of its shape, the bullet has a
higher ballistic coefficient and therefore
has a flatter trajectory than a flat-nose
bullet. Also, the pointed bullet design
gives you more velocity and more energy
downfield, which is a big plus for the
hunter.

Small specialty manufacturers of ammo
such as Custom Cartridge, Buffalo Bore,
and Garrett Cartridge also make highly
effective specialty cartridges for the 45-70.

At the Range
I took a Marlin stainless steel

Guide Gun with a short barrel
to the range to familiarize
myself with how the 45-70
would perform. Since it's
a short to moderate range
hunting cartridge, I thought I
would put a Leupold 1.5-6x32
scope on the Marlin. The low to
moderate power of the scope
would definitely complement
the rifle and 45-70 cartridge.
However, before I mounted
the scope, I decided to shoot
the rifle with the iron sights

because it had been a long time since I
had shot a centerfire rifle from the bench
without a scope.

Using a Lead Sled™ to shoot from, I shot
several three-shot, 100-yard groups using
LEVERevolution ammo, letting the barrel
cool between groups. My groups were all
around three inches or slightly less, which
is good enough for deer-sized game in
timber or brush conditions. I know the
ammo and gun will shoot tighter groups
than that but my out-of -warranty eyes
are not at their best with iron sights. I
should have known better and put the 1
1/2-6 power scope on the rifle before going
to the range. The scope will be on the
rifle before hunting
season gets here.

The Lead Sled™ is
a real asset when
sighting in large
calibers like the
45-70, which seem
to have as much
oomph on the back
end as they do
downrange. When
shooting at game,
the hunter doesn't
seem to notice the
recoil due to the
excitement of the
moment.
The 45-70 cartridge

has served hunters
well since 1873.
With the new loads
and rifles that are
available for it today,
it should be around
fora long time
helping hunters take
big game effectively
at short to moderate
ranges.

SHOTGUN CHOKE TUBES

Get your limit!
Don't be limited by your shotgun and/or choke tube-

Get your limit with Colonial Arms choke tubes
With bird season upon us, it is a time for fun, excitement and of course limits. With
Colonial Arms choke tubes, you can have all! Colonial Arms offers a wide variety of
choke tubes for the hunting enthusiast. Among the most popular are the 2*
extended ported style in Cylinder to Full constrictions and the 3/8" extended
Sporting/Field style in Cylinder to Full constrictions.

Along with these, Colonial Arms offers many more choke tubes
& styles for most major shotgun manufacturers in 10,12,16,20,28
and 410 gauges.

Call today or visit online at www.colonialarms.com & be
ready for the season-whichever season you enjoy.

"What's in your barrel?"
Catalogs available on request.

Please call 800-949-8088 or visit www.colonialarms.com.
Tel: 800-949-8088,251-580-5000- Fax:251-580-5006 f̂ ^

Email: colonialarms@beilsouth.net ,
1504 Hwy 31 S. • PO Box 250 • Bay Minette, AL 36507 •
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